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Abstract In this paper, we propose a unified framework for
fully automatic face photo stylization based on a single style
exemplar. Constrained by the “single-exemplar” condition,
where the numbers and varieties of patch samples are limited,
we introduce flexibility in sample selection while preserving
identity and content of the input photo. Based on the obser-
vation that many styles are characterized by unique color
selections and texture patterns, we employ a two-phase pro-
cedure. The first phase searches a dense and semantic-aware
correspondence between the input and the exemplar images,
so that colors in the exemplar can be transferred to the input.
The second phase conducts edge-preserving texture transfer,
which preserves edges and contours of the input and mimics
the textures of the exemplar at multiple scales. Experimen-
tal results demonstrate compelling visual effects and notable
improvements over other state-of-the-art methods which are
adapted for the same task.

Keywords Face stylization · Non-photorealistic rendering ·
Texture synthesis

1 Introduction

Faces are common objects in artworks and paintings. Com-
pared with manual painting or drawing of faces, which
requires laborious operation and advanced technique, auto-
mated artistic face synthesis by computers is fast and
inexpensive. Previous algorithms, which stylize a given
face photo automatically or semi-automatically [10,16,18–
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20,23,29], are mostly style-specific. Different styles convey
different visual features and entail different aesthetic stan-
dards. However, styles differ among time, nations, regions,
media, and artists. There exist great numbers of artistic styles
in historical and modern arts, thus making it impractical
to implement a style-specific rendering algorithm for each
style. In this case, exemplar-based face stylization becomes
important. Using exemplar-based face stylization, the algo-
rithm can be easily expanded by importing one or multiple
available “style” exemplars. This advantage on convenience
makes a general-purpose face stylization method very use-
ful in a number of scenarios, even though the stylization
results may not be as fine-tuned as certain style-specific
approaches.

Three factors make face stylization a challenging task.
First, error tolerance is small, since human eyes are excep-
tionally sensitive to facial information. Second, the geometry
and appearance of faces vary by race, individual, expression,
age, and pose. Other factors, such as glasses, also result in
variation. A robust stylization algorithm should work well
for varieties of inputs even when the input and the exem-
plar are severely disparate. Third, artists often apply different
treatments to different facial parts (e.g., the mouth, nose,
eyes, eyebrows, chin, and hair) to achieve compelling visual
effects. As a result, the stylization algorithm needs to be
semantic-aware.

To address these challenges,wepropose anovel two-phase
style-transfer procedure. The first phase processes the image
with a semantic-aware color transfer (SACT) technique,
which considers both the global color space alignment and
local semantic correspondences. The second phase employs
an edge-preserving texture transfer (EPTT) scheme, which
attempts to preserve edges and contours of the input while
mimicking the target texture at multiple scales. As a result,
the algorithm can automatically stylize the input into an
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Fig. 1 Overall process of our
approach: a exemplar
(pyrography style), b input,
c result of semantic-aware color
transfer, and d result of
edge-preserving texture transfer

image of the exemplar style, while keeping the identity, con-
tent, and large-scale structure of the input, see Fig. 1.

Focusing on painterly and artistic stylization of face
images with a single exemplar, our method makes the fol-
lowing three contributions:

• Our algorithm can stylize an artistic face using a single-
exemplar image, which differs from many existing data-
driven face synthesis approaches that require large-scale
data sets [17,26,30].

• We find a method to combine the local and global con-
straints for color style transfer. Previous algorithms for
color style transfer are either local [26] or global [23],
which are not suitable for face stylization.

• We propose an edge-preserving texture transfer algorithm
for effective texture transfer, which plays a key role in
achieving compelling visual effects for our task.

We discuss related research in Sect. 2 and present our
algorithm in Sect. 3. Section 4 shows our experiment results
and compares them with those of the previous methods. The
paper concludes in Sect. 5, with potential future directions
identified.

2 Related work

2.1 Non-photorealistic rendering

Non-photorealistic rendering is an active field in computer
graphics. Motivated by the Art and history of Art, the
main objective of this field is to either simulate traditional
media or simplify an image in an illustrative form. Pre-
vious algorithms mostly focus on a specific art-style, e.g.,
pencil drawing [23,29], tessellation [19], halftoning [18],
stippling [21], oil painting [10,13], and water color paint-
ing [16]. Each style involves unique sets of colors, tones,
dots, sketches, and textures. Unlike these style-specific ren-
dering algorithms, our method intends to cover a large range

of non-photorealistic styles using the exemplar-based style-
transfer techniques.

Our work is similar to existing face synthesis approaches,
such as [17,27,30]. Zhang. et al. [30] propose a data-driven
cartoon face synthesis approach using a large set of pre-
designed face elements (e.g., mouth, nose, eye, chin line,
eyebrow, and hair). Li. et al. [17] synthesize animated faces
by searching across a set of exemplars and extracting best-
matched patches. Wang et al. propose a novel data-driven
face sketch synthesismethod using amultiscaleMarkovRan-
dom Fields (MRF) model [27]. Different from ours, these
approaches require large sets of exemplar photos.

2.2 Style transfer

The assessment of an artwork depends on two factors: content
and form. In a style-transfer system, the content is provided
in the input image and the form (or style) is defined by an
exemplar. The task is to combine the content of the input
photo and the style of the exemplar is to generate a novel piece
of artwork. The problem to solve in this paper is basically a
style-transfer problem.

Our objective is similar to the style-transfer approach by
Shin et al. [26], which targets on photograph style transfer
for headshot portraits based on multiple stylized exemplars.
However, the difference is that we aim at non-photorealistic
style transfer based on a single exemplar. Greater variation
among non-photorealistic styles makes the task more chal-
lenging.

2.3 Color style transfer

Color is a key element in artistic and painterly stylization.
Endowing an image with a specified color style defined by
an exemplar is an essential technique in stylization. Previous
color modification algorithms include histogram equaliza-
tion, histogram specification, and color histogram matching
[6,24]. Neumann et al. [24] propose a lightness, hue, and
saturation histogram match scheme for color style transfer.
The method proposed by HaCohen et al. can automatically
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Fig. 2 Automatic cropping and
semantic label map generation:
a original image, b input image
obtained by automatic cropping
and scaling based on 68 detected
face landmarks (shown as red
dots), and c semantic label map
obtained by fitting landmarks

transfer color styles across images that share contents, in
which semantic information is used as guidance [11]. The
method proposed by Cohen-Or et al. [6] enhances the color
harmony among pixels in an image by optimizing a cost
function that seeks neighboring coherency while remaining
faithful to original colors as much as possible. Motivated
by their work, in the first color transfer phase, we optimize
a cost function that considers both global color distribution
(intensity histogram) and local geometry correspondences.
An additional constraint in our method is the color consis-
tency among semantically identical regions, and we do not
explicitly pursue a targeted color distribution.

2.4 Texture synthesis/transfer

Texture synthesis aims to synthesize a customized size of
texture given a finite sample of texture. Sophisticated syn-
thesis algorithms, such as image quilting [9], non-parametric
sampling [8], and optimization-based texture synthesis [14],
are widely used. One task of texture synthesis is to avoid
unnatural artifacts introduced by the synthesis. As for texture
transfer, an additional constraint is that the synthesized tex-
ture should be consistent with the color variation of the input
image. Image quilting [7,9] can be applied to texture transfer,
but does not maintain the structures in the input image very
well. To preserve facial structures during the second texture
transfer phase, we extend upon image melding [7].

3 Single-exemplar stylization

Our approach is based on the following key observation:
many artistic styles can be generated through color and tex-
ture transfer, except for the ones that highlight edges or
exaggerate shapes. In our approach, color and texture are
transferred in two separate phases, where color transfer is
performed first and then followed by texture transfer.

We assume that both the input and the exemplar are images
of fixed size (500 × 700 in our implementation) and are
mostly covered by frontal faces. When the images supplied

by users do not satisfy this condition, an automatic pre-
processing step is applied first, which crops and resizes the
imageswith the guidance of 68 face landmarks detected using
an open-source face landmark detection library [5,31]; see
Fig. 2.

3.1 Semantics-aware color transfer

SACT assigns a color for each pixel in the input image by
finding a dense correspondence between the input and the
exemplar. For pixel p = (px , py) in the input image I , its
correspondence qp in the exemplar image E is found bymin-
imizing a cost function that consists of three terms: semantic
term esem, geometry term egeo, and color term eclr .

qp=argmin
q∈E

(
α1esem(lp, lq)+α2egeo(p,q)+α3eclr(p,q)

)
,

(1)

where αi , (i = 1, 2, 3) are weights of these energy terms. lp
(or lq) is the label assigned for pixel p (or q), which spec-
ifies the region that the pixel belongs to (e.g., mouth, nose,
eye, eyebrow, face, hair, and background). To assign these
labels, each region is approximated using an ellipse, which
is computed by fitting the corresponding face landmarks, see
Fig. 2.

esem(·, ·) evaluates the incompatibility between two labels.
For example, nose and eye are considered highly incompati-
ble, since they have distinct colors and features, whereas nose
and face are compatible. To specify these semantic relations,
a look-up table is heuristically defined, see Table 1.

egeo(p,q) measures the geometric cost between the pixel
coordinates of p and q. Directly using the Euclidean distanta-
nce between p and q as the cost does not tolerate the pose and
shape differences between the input and the exemplar faces,
nor does it consider the bilateral symmetry of faces. Hence,
before measuring the distance, we first warp the exemplar to
align with the input face based on extracted facial landmarks.
The warping is performed by first constructing a set of dis-
placement vectors from facial landmarks and then warping
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Table 1 Look-up table for
semantic cost function
esem(lp, lq)

lq Mouth Eye Eyebrow Nose Face Hair Background
lp

Mouth 0 +∞ +∞ +∞ 1 +∞ +∞
Eye +∞ 0 +∞ +∞ 1 +∞ +∞
Eyebrow +∞ +∞ 0 +∞ 1 +∞ +∞
Nose +∞ +∞ +∞ 0 0 +∞ +∞
Face 1 +∞ +∞ 1 0 1 +∞
Hair +∞ +∞ +∞ +∞ 0 0 +∞
Background +∞ +∞ +∞ +∞ 1 1 0

There is no penalty for transferring colors within the same semantic regions, and hence, the corresponding
costs are zero. The infinity cost values can forbid color transfer between the incompatible regions

Fig. 3 Results of
semantic-aware color transfer:
a input image. b Exemplar. c
Control lines (as shown in blue)
constructed from landmarks for
the input. d Control lines (as
shown in blue) constructed for
the exemplar. e Result obtained
using geometry term only and
without bilateral symmetry, f
using geometry (without
bilateral symmetry) and color
terms, g using geometry (with
symmetry) and color terms, h
using all three terms. Note that
the light directions are different
in input and exemplar photos,
where the input has shadow on
the right cheek and the
exemplar has shadow on the left

the exemplar with the feature-based warping algorithm [4];
see Fig. 3c, d. This warping operation ensures that the facial
landmarks of the warped exemplar align with those of the
input image. Furthermore, to utilize bilateral symmetry, we
also generate a mirrored version of the exemplar, which is
also warp-aligned to the input for computing the second dis-
tance value. The final cost is set to the smaller of the two
distances, that is

egeo(p,q)=min (‖p−Warp(q)‖, ‖p−Warp(Mirror(q))‖) ,

(2)

where function Warp(q) outputs the coordinates of q after
warping and ‖ · ‖ computes the L2 norm.

The last term eclr(p,q) measures the color cost between
pixels p and q. To accommodate the overall intensity dif-
ferences between the two images, we first apply histogram

equalization based on the pixel intensities and then compute
the color cost term using the following:

eclr(p,q) = tan

(
π

2
· |I equ(p) − Eequ(q)|

256

)
, (3)

where I equ and Eequ denote the equalized grayscale version
of the input and exemplar images, respectively. The tangent
function is applied to boost penalty for large intensity dis-
parity.

With the cost function defined, the best correspondence of
pixel p that minimizes Eq. 1 is searched through enumerating
and testing all pixels in the exemplar E . Once found, its color
is assigned to pixel p, i.e., T (p) = E(qp), where T refers the
color transfer result. Since the cost function considers both
local semantic information and global intensity histogram
alignment, the above procedure can effectively transfer the
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color style of the exemplar image to the input image in a
pixelwise manner.

Figure 3 shows the results of color transfer and the impacts
of individual terms. It shows that, when using the geome-
try term without bilateral symmetry, the result is the same
as warping the exemplar to the input image. After adding
the color term, the result resembles the input image, but
still cannot accommodate the lighting direction difference
between the input and the exemplar. Utilizing bilateral sym-
metry addresses this problem. The result obtained using all
three terms achieves the best visual effects and ensures that
colors are transferred from semantically compatible regions.
Nevertheless, it does not have the same texture style as in the
exemplar image. In addition, color-bleeding artifacts along
the boundaries of the face can be spotted, see Fig. 3h. They

are mainly caused by two reasons: (1) there are no suitable
correspondence in thewarped exemplar or themirror-warped
exemplar for certain pixels; and (2) the automatically con-
structed control line segments are not precise enough to
perfectly align the high contrast contours in the input and
exemplar images, and hence, some pixels may be mapped to
the background or to a wrong region. It is noteworthy that
these artifacts become less noticeable after the patch-based
texture transfer step.

3.2 Edge-preserving texture transfer

From a signal-processing viewpoint, the synthesis of paint-
ings and artworks can be considered as a texture synthesis
problem. One thing to be noted is that texture details may

Fig. 4 Illustration of
edge-preserving texture
synthesis: a exemplar image; b
color transfer result, which is
used to initialize S; c edge map;
d edge mask pyramid at
different levels; e the
corresponding synthesis results
(masked pixels are marked with
blue). Note how texture details
in the hair region are generated
at coarse levels
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be evident at many scales, and the textures at each scale may
havedistinct characteristics.Hence,weneed a texture synthe-
sis approach that can deal with texture structures at multiple
scales.

The problem gets more complicated for texture synthe-
sis on face portraits, since the geometry and structure of
human faces introduce additional constrains. Edges, such as
chin line, hairline, eye/eyebrow boundaries, and mouth/nose
curves are essential for keeping face identities. Previous
texture synthesis/transfer approaches mainly focus on avoid-
ing artifacts and minimizing intensity differences between
the input and the exemplar, but not so on preserving edges
and contours [8,9,22]. Hence, we here introduce an edge-
preserving texture synthesis approach, which is extended
from Image Melding [7].

We begin with a brief explanation of the optimization-
based texture synthesis [15], which both Image Melding [7]
and our Edge-Preserving Texture Transfer (EPTT) are based
on. This approach optimizes an objective function that mea-
sures the similarity between the synthesized texture S and
the exemplar E over a set of overlapping local patches. This
objective function takes the following form:

S∗ = argmin
S

∑

si∈S

(
min
e j∈E

D(si , e j )

)
, (4)

where si refers to the square patch (10 × 10 pixels in our
implementation), in S whose top-left corner is at pixel i .
e j is a patch of the same size in E . Distance between two
patches, D(·, ·), is measured as the sum of squared color
and gradient differences. The color difference is measured in
the CIELAB color space since it approximates human per-
ception. Two additional gradient channels for horizontal and
vertical gradients based on the L value are computed using
Sobel operator.

As shown inEq. 4, to evaluate the quality of a given synthe-
sized image S, we need to enumerate all overlapping patches
si in S, find their nearest neighbors in the exemplar E , and
sum together the total distances between the corresponding
patches. The image S∗ that yields the smallest total distance is
the desired synthesis result. To optimize this objective func-
tion, two steps are alternatively performed. Thefirst stepfinds
the approximate nearest neighbors for all patches in S using
the Generalized PatchMatch algorithm [3]. The second step,
referred to as voting, updates S by averaging together the
overlapping nearest neighbor patches found from exemplar
E [28]. The above two steps are repeated until the termination
condition is met.

In our practice, we use the result of color transfer T to
initialize S, which guides the synthesis result to follow the
shape of the input face. Since the original texture synthesis
approach does not preserve important facial contours very
well, we modified the procedure to make it better preserv-

ing edges during the synthesis. In addition, a coarse-to-fine
processing scheme is employed, so that structures at different
scales can be properly handled.

As shown inFig. 4, given the input image,wefirst compute
an edge map using Canny Edge Detector with automatically
selected thresholds [12]. An edge mask pyramid is then gen-
erated by downsizing the edge map by a factor of two each
time. During the downsizing, a pixel in the coarse level is
labeled as an edge pixel, as long as one of the four corre-
sponding pixels in the finer level is an edge pixel. Texture
synthesis is then performed at the coarsest level first for non-
edge pixels only. Once the synthesis process converges, we
move to the next finer level to repeat the synthesis process;
see Algorithm 1. As shown in Fig. 4, such a coarse-to-fine
processing scheme brings two benefits: (1) texture patterns
at different scales can be properly synthesized; and (2) areas
close to facial contours are processed at finer levels only, and
hence, the edge structured in the input image can be properly
preserved.

Algorithm 1 Edge-Preserving Texture Synthesis
Input: color transfer result T , edge map M , exemplar E ;
Output: texture synthesis result S;
for each scale k = 1 to n do
downsample T k−1, Ek−1, and Mk−1 by a factor of 2 to obtain T k ,
Ek , and Mk ;

end for
for each scale k = n to 0 do
if k equals n then
initialize Sn using T n ;

else
initialize Sk by scaling Sk+1;

end if
repeat
compute the nearest neighbor field between Sk and Ek ;
update Sk by voting for areas not masked by Mk ;
set Sk to T k for areas masked by Mk ;
apply Poisson blending to remove seams between the two areas;

until the changes to Sk are below a threshold or a specific number
of repetitions is reached;

end for
Synthesize the edge pixels using the inverse of the edge map M as
mask;

The overall algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. It shows
that within each resolution level, the nearest neighbor search-
ing and voting are repeated alternatively to update Sk . After
each iteration, T k is used to reset Sk for areas masked by Mk

and Poisson blending [25] is employed. Specifically, we view
masked regions of T k as destination and unmasked regions
of Sk as source, then seamlessly clone the source to the des-
tination by interpolating destination pixels with a guidance
gradient field directly taken from the source. As a result,
details along edge structures captured in T k and the synthe-
sized texture in Sk can be seamlessly blended together.
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Fig. 5 Experiment results by
our approach. Top row are input
images. a Exemplars. b Results
for a face in front of cluttered
background. c Results for a face
wearing glasses. d Results for a
non-frontal face

4 Experiment results

Figure 5 shows our style transfer for common art styles. The
input images are selected from public data set supplied by
Shih et al. [26]. They are of numerous sources (captured
under uncontrolled lightening condition and with different

devices) and of various subjects (gender, race, beards, age,
glasses, pose, facial expression, and hair style). Furthermore,
the photos could be noisy, and the background can be clut-
tered which makes the data set challenging. The exemplar
images are collected from the Internet. They are various
in colors, tone, and texture; and the styles range across oil
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Fig. 6 Comparison between
our automatic stylization results
with real artworks and the
results of style-specific
approaches. A and B are input
images. A′ and B ′ are wood
pyrography created by the same
artist based on A and B [1]. A∗
and B∗ are automatically
stylized using Rollip [2].
S(x, y) denotes the output of
our algorithm using image x as
input and image y as exemplar.
a A, b A′, c S(A, B ′), d A∗, e
S(A, B∗), f B, g B ′, h S(B, A′),
i B∗, j S(B, A∗)

Fig. 7 Comparison to other
methods. a Exemplars. b Input
image, which is the same for all
three rows. c Image melding [7]
initiated with our SACT. d Shih
et al. [26], e our SACT + Image
Quilting [9]. f Ours

painting, water color painting, mosaic style, pencil draw-
ing, and stippling. The stylization results demonstrate that
our approach successfully transfers the color, texture, and
tone from the exemplars to the inputs. The visual effects are
convincing even when the input and the exemplar are signif-
icantly disparate, e.g., a face wearing glasses (Fig. 5c) and
a non-frontal face (Fig. 5d) are properly stylized by frontal
exemplar faceswithout glasses. Nevertheless, limitations can
be found in some synthesis results, e.g., texture structures are
not well preserved in the third row of Fig. 5, especially for
Fig. 5d, where artifacts are shown.

In addition, we located two wood pyrography and the
photos that the artist based on [1]. Through using the pyrog-
raphy of A to stylize the photo of B, we can compare our
exemplar-based stylization results with the real artworks,
which can be treated at the “ground truth”. Similarly, we can
compare our outputs with those of a style-specific synthesis
approach [2]. Figure 6 shows that in both cases, our results
resemble those created by the artist and the style-specific
algorithm, even though our approach uses a different image
with the same style as the exemplar. However, it could be
spotted that fine edges and detailed textures are not very well
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Fig. 8 Limitations of our approach: a Input. b Exemplar. c Results by
our method. Red rectangles highlight zones where textures are poorly
transferred. The detailed strokes featured in rectangular zones are not
transferred due to lack of color variation in the corresponding hair
regions of the input image.Circular zones are featuredwith sharp edges
strokes, which are lost in the stylized results, since the corresponding
contours in the input images have much lower color contrast

preserved,which is due to the voting procedure during texture
synthesis.

Figure 7 further compares our method with related work
in style transfer [7,9,26]. Image quilting is originally applied
to texture transfer [9]. We ran their code directly on our task
(Fig. 7e). The method proposed by Shih et al. [26] is initially
designed for photorealistic style transfer. Here, we imple-
ment their approach and apply it for our non-photorealistic
style transfer. Image Melding can be applied to numerous
tasks, such as image completion, texture interpolation, image
blending, and texture preserving warping [7]. We adapted it
for our style-transfer task by viewing our task as a single-
source image synthesis problem, in which the exemplar also
serves as the source (please refer to [26] for details). Here,
the color transfer result T is set as the initial solution.

As shown in Fig. 7, our method achieved visually pleasing
results, whereas others either lost the identity of the input face
or entail apparent artifacts. For example, Image Melding [7]
severely distorted the face. The method by Shih et al. [26]
blurred the edges and failed to transfer the texture properly.
In Image Quilting result, the majority of face contours were
broken.

5 Conclusion

A novel algorithm is presented for single-exemplar face styl-
ization. The algorithm can maintain the identity, content,

and structure of the input face, while imposing the style of
the exemplar. The robustness of our method is tested using
inputs of varieties of subjects. We achieve visually convinc-
ing effects for a variety of art styles, which include certain
styles of pencil drawing, oil painting, mosaic, sand painting,
stippling, water color painting, and pyrography. Even though
at fine level, textures, such as brush stokes or stipple dots,
generated by our approach may not be as clean or precisely
structured as those obtained by style-specific approaches, our
approach has its merits in terms of flexibility and extend-
ability. Qualitative evaluation is performed using both real
artworks and outputs of a style-specific synthesis algorithm.
The comparison with related methods also demonstrates the
advantage of our approach on face stylization tasks.

In terms of limitation, Fig. 8 shows that detailed textures
and thin edges in the exemplar may be lost in our stylized
results. The former case is caused by the lack of color varia-
tions in the input images, which may be addressed by adding
color perturbation to textureless regions in the input image.
The latter case is due to the fact that object contours in the
input photos generally form step function rather than impulse
function. To synthesize thin impulse edges along object con-
tours, wemay search correspondences between the exemplar
and the edge map of the input image, rather than the input
image itself. These directions will be explored in the future.

In addition, since our method attempts to maintain the
identity and structure of the input face, it is not suitable
for stylization tasks that entail exaggerated geometry trans-
formations or considerable structure simplification. In the
future, we would like to explore the possibility of detecting
and transferring non-photorealistic shape exaggerations.
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